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A Metamodelling Perspective on the Users of a
Service-Oriented Hydrology System
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Abstract— The service-oriented approach is often used for
modernizing information systems, offering solutions to create
distributed and extensible platforms. Besides the technical
characteristics, this transformation also implies changes from
the point of view of human resources, i.e. new positions or
roles, and even organization restructuring.
This paper
proposes a metamodelling perspective for representing
traditional and service-oriented organizational structures, as
well as the transformations necessary for migrating from one
to another. We apply the resulted metamodel and tools to a
service-oriented hydrology system, modelling the new kinds of
users required for the modernization of water pollution
management at a large scale, with the goal of creating a
cyberinfrastructure based on information processing services
provided by multiple institutions.
Index Terms— Distributed Systems, User Modelling, Model
Driven Engineering, Service-Oriented Systems
I. INTRODUCTION

A

LTHOUGH human aspects are mainly targeted by
social studies, they are also present in more formal
approaches pertaining to project management, HumanComputer Interaction (HCI), business process management,
adaptive systems or security access control. In HCI the aim
is to model the human cognition, evaluate performance,
learn from experience, and predict users’ behaviour and
expectations [1]. Many distributed systems have been
oriented towards the adaption to users’ preferences,
therefore the necessity to define models of interoperation
based on:
 Common ontologies, like General User Modelling
Ontology (GUMO) [2],
 Languages, like the UserML mark-up language [3], and
 Standards,
like
INCITS
359-2012
(http://www.incits.org) - for controlling the access
security to information systems based on roles.
The link between the aspects related to organizational
structures and information systems have also become tighter
with the development of distributed systems that crosscut
geographical and institutional boundaries [4].
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Viviani et al. identify two main problems that are
addressed by such efforts: the evolution of the user model
and the security and privacy challenges [5]. In this paper we
are interested about the evolutivity issues, applied in the
context of transforming a traditional information system to a
service-oriented one, and introducing more task automation
into the business processes. Stakeholders also represent one
of the foundation concepts of Service Science and they are
present in ontologies specific for service systems [6], with
detailed classifications in various taxonomies [7].
This paper introduces a metamodelling perspective for
abstracting the changes regarding the human aspects
involved by evolution towards service-based systems
(chapter II), with the aim to apply it for distributed water
management cyberinfrastructures – discussed in chapter III.
A case study is described in chapter IV, showing how the
metamodel and its tools were applied for modelling the
transformation of the existing pollution management
systems
towards
an
integrated
service-oriented
cyberinfrastructure at national level.
II. HUMAN ASPECTS OF SERVICE-ORIENTED SYSTEMS
A. The modernization perspective
Legacy systems modernization towards Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) has spread as a viable solution for
integration and interconnection, leading to a maintenance
that is beyond changes caused by external factors, being
performed at a large scale and planned in advance for a long
time. Migration to SOA has a foundation of methods,
strategies, tools and best practices, covering the entire life
cycle, from assisting decisions to system implementation
and deployment. A classification based on multiple levels of
abstraction for performing the transformations from the
source to the target system was proposed in [8]. It takes into
account the technical aspects, but there are also approaches
that consider the business perspective. The SMART method
assesses the feasibility by analyzing costs and risks [9]. The
SOAMIG tool suite based on model driven engineering [10]
extensively covers the migration process and considers
business modelling as one of the seven core disciplines of
the approach.
The modernization often includes reengineering of
business processes – due to their major integrative power,
either descriptive or executable; there have been proposals
to link the process tasks either to the legacy code [11] for a
complete automation, or to their responsible persons, for
manual assistance [12].
A change in the business process, determined by
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modernization, may have multiple effects on the
organization structure, starting from individual roles and
getting even to the establishment of different units and
hierarchies. Moreover, in case of adopting SOA as the target
architectural style, more difficulties may be originated from
the fact that one often obtains Service-oriented Systems of
Systems [13]. This involves the necessity to model changes
across multiple organizations, because they interact within
the same business process and influence each-other.
Therefore, a traditional functional organization is
considered one of the top 10 challenges for adopting SOA
[14], and individual roles, responsibilities and even structure
must be reconsidered along with the implementation
strategy. The complex interdependencies and interactions
among various agents of change can only be addressed with
multiple models, corresponding to different views of the
system.
B. The metamodeling perspective
In order to represent organizational changes, we defined a
specific language for creating visual models accessible to
people that are not software engineering specialists. The
adopted solution was to introduce a new metamodel, with
the semantics conforming to the application domain
theoretical foundation, the abstract syntax specified in a
generic environment, and a suggestive concrete syntax (i.e.
notations).
We used Generic Modelling Environment (GME) [15],
where a metamodel may be defined with diagrams
represented in paradigm sheets that form a modelling
paradigm. Several first class objects that may be used within
the GME diagrams are: Atom – a non-divisible concept,
Model – a collection of modelling elements, and Connection
– a unidirectional relationship, associating two elements.
Our metamodel is composed of three parts:
- Organization Structure – with classical concepts from
the organization charts;
- SOA Organization Structure - a role framework for the
modernization target style, i.e. SOA;
- Organization Change - a set of modelling elements that
characterize the necessary changes regarding the human
resource management, based on the composition of the
previous two parts, which represent the source and the
target of the transformation.
They were organized as three modelling paradigms
designed with GME, where the abstract and the concrete
syntax of the metamodel were established. Then, a model
editor with multiple aspects was generated and further
configured, allowing us to create models correspondent to
various points of view and to include or exclude certain
modelling elements.
The OrganizationStructure paradigm contains concepts
like: Organization, OrganizationalUnit, Position, Role, and
connections between them, like: RoleAssignment, Authority,
Subordinate.
The SOA_OrganizationStructure paradigm contains
multiple hierarchies of roles, specific to Service-Oriented
Systems, adopted after the classification from [16] and
described on separate sheets, according to four main groups:
SOA_Design&QualityManagement,
SOA_Development&
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Evolution, SOA_Strategy&Governance and SOA_Support.
The OrganizationChange paradigm signifies the
transition from the legacy to the modernized system and it
consists of two sheets, for transformations regarding the
roles and the organizational units respectively. The former is
presented in Fig. 1. On the one hand, it contains references
to concepts from the traditional organization structure and
from the SOA-based one; they are represented in GME as
proxies to modelling elements from the other two
paradigms, having the stereotypes: <<AtomProxy>> or
<<ConnectionProxy>>. On the other hand, it adds two new
connections for modelling the transformations:
- SOA_RoleAssignment, as a relationship between
Position and SOA_Organization_Role, and
- RoleDismissal, connecting Position and Role from the
OrganizationStructure paradigm.

Fig. 1. The paradigm sheet for transformations of roles, from the
OrganizationChange Paradigm.

The OrganizationChange model from Fig. 1 aggregates
all the modelling elements that may appear in this kind of
diagram and it has two aspects, for creating two different
views: one showing all the transformations, and another one
only including the new SOA roles.
C. Related Work and Discussion
The specificity of our metamodel is that it introduces
SOA roles and transformation relationships (assignment,
dismissal), with the purpose to establish relationships
between them and the modelling elements depicting the
legacy. However, the part regarding the traditional
organization structure includes basic domain concepts and
has similarities to other approaches, like the
Agent/Group/Role Model [17] or the ARIS organizational
view metamodel, used for working with ARIS models in a
model-driven way and for developing process analysis tools
[18]. Apart from that, we adhere to the idea presented in
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[19], that a monolithic user model cannot be appropriate any
more for systems characterized by a large distribution
degree, and they have to be replaced by fragments that
correspond to parts of the software with their particular use
cases and actors.
In 2004 Object Management Group issued a Request for
Proposals for an Organizational Structure Metamodel
(OSM) - specification that is still pending. A language for
structural and also behavioural description of an
organization is given in [20], defining functions and
predicates that combine delete and add operations, and
covers the three phases of change: unfreezing, movement
and refreezing [21].
A possible extension, suggested in [12] would be to
assign tasks from the business process to their performers
from the user model, by using a description of their
competencies. For SOA modernization, such a description
might be provided by the European Skill Card for the field
of Information Service Science [22].

III. HUMAN ASPECTS OF DISTRIBUTED HYDROLOGY
SYSTEMS
Natural resource management has benefited from the
progress of information systems, evolving from islander
approaches towards more and more integrated ones, with
the possibility to collect and process large scale data,
including geographical information. Moreover, data
resources, computing infrastructure, networking capabilities
and data collection capabilities (like earth observation or
sensor networks), advanced visualization capabilities and
distributed processing were reunited for creating
cyberinfrastructures – as they were first named in 1998 [23].
They have been leveraged by advanced approaches like
High Performance Computing, Multi-dimensional data
processing, semantic Web and knowledge sharing, up to
geospatial Cloud Computing. Two examples of
cyberinfrastructures are: Iowa Watershed Data &
Information System (http://iowadis.org/) and the Water
Information
System
for
Europe
WISE
(http://water.europa.eu/). Besides the technical part,
cyberinfrastructures also take into account sociological
aspects, and approaches that involve all the stakeholders in
the decision process are currently promoted [24].
Besides the technical basis, a cyberinfrastructure is
developed and maintained by a “human infrastructure” [25]
that must align to the information technology support, share
data and collaborate at a large scale. For the hydrology
domain, the main stakeholders are:
 water management organizations,
 water utility companies,
 local and county administration units,
 main water users,
 industrial players and
 emergency county inspectorates.
Apart from that, public information and early warning
services may also be offered to:
 simple citizens,
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non-governmental organizations,
insurance companies,
planning authorities and
risk modellers.
An important constraint of our design was to respect the
reference data models defined as standards at the level of
European Union. For creating a general framework, the
European Parliament and the Council adopted the
Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European
Community (INSPIRE) in May 2007. In our design we used
the INSPIRE technical guidelines for: Geographical Names;
Hydrography; Area Management / Restriction / Regulation
Zones and Reporting Units; Production and industrial
facilities; Utility and Government Services. They introduce
types of actors interested in working with geographical
information portals, like: data consumers and providers,
plus representatives of industry, research, and government.
The stakeholders are organized through Spatial Data Interest
Communities (SDIC) and Legally Mandated Organizations
(LMO) [26]. In case of hydrographical data, their main use
cases are: mapping, reporting, modelling and spatial
analyses. One should also note that, apart from pure
administrative criteria, the organizational units working with
the future integrated systems may pass across county and
even national borders, accordingly to the river flow,
therefore one needs to consider river basin authorities and
even international river commissions. INSPIRE calls
reporting units the areas that have to be observed, e.g. River
Basin Districts (RBD) with international and national levels
[27].
For aligning to the national regulations and practices, we
also studied the organization structure of our national water
authority, called The “Romanian Waters” National
Administration ANAR (http://www.rowater.ro); it contains
departments for water management, hydrotechnical
construction, basin schemes and management plans, and
emergency situations. The water quality reports are
originated from the level of each river basin and integrated
by ANAR. For accidental pollution warning, which is the
objective of our system, the national authority has to respect
a strict information and decision flow and to collaborate
with water directorates, basin committees for emergency
situations and operative centres, as well as with a general
operative centre with permanent activity for emergency
situations. ANAR also coordinates 11 river basin
authorities, organized around the main hydrographical
basins of the country. They are called water basin
administrations and have compartments like: integrated
management of water resources, water quality laboratories,
dam security, protection against floods etc.

IV. CASE STUDY
A. The CyberWater System
CyberWater is a national research project for realizing a
cyberinfrastructure for decision support and early warning
in case of accidental river pollution [28], targeting the
“Romanian Waters” National Administration as beneficiary.
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The project continues the effort of developing integrated
systems, especially oriented in our country towards flood
management, through large projects like: SIMIN
(Meteorological Integrated National System), DESWAT
(Hydrological System for Warning and Forecasting) and
WATMAN (Water Management Integrated System).
The CyberWater prototype collects information from
nodes with 5 types of sensors, situated at selected locations,
in the proximity of confluence points; it includes facilities
for: water quality evaluation, pollution propagation
estimation, pollution warning, and visualization on multiple
screens (see Fig. 2). The decision support is based on
predictions offered by an algorithm that models the realtime propagation of a pollution agent along the river course,
using previously configured three-dimensional models of
the river channel profile. The computation is triggered by
exceeding the thresholds of certain water quality
parameters, indicating the presence of chemical agents. The
model has to be reconfigured after major hydrological
events that may cause erosion, transportation or deposition
phenomena.

Fig. 3. The CyberWater Deployment Diagram.

This is preformed using three nodes (see Fig. 3):
1) ArcGIS Server, where we deploy REST services for
sensor monitoring, data visualization and early
warning;
2) ArcGIS Desktop and three of its components:
 ArcMap for editing hydrographical maps,
 ArcToolbox for visualization and geo-processing
and
 ArcCatalog for managing data models, metadata and
services,
3) ArcGIS Online for sharing data and maps based on the
Esri Cloud environment.
The system also has a supplementary server, hosting the
components for decision support and for modelling the
pollutant propagation downstream, with the purpose of
offering predictions used as an entry for the decision rules.

Fig. 2. The CyberWater System.

B. Service-Based Architecture
The CyberWater prototype uses the ArcGIS platform
delivered by Esri (http://www.arcgis.com) for collecting
geospatial information from the sensor network and
integrating it with detailed maps of the observed river basin.
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C. Modelling Human Aspects for CyberWater Adoption
The adoption of CyberWater also needs reengineering
business processes, redefining the user models and therefore
assigning new roles to employees from multiple institutions
responsible with the river basin management. This topic is
addressed below, based on the modelling paradigm
presented in chapter II.
Fig. 4 shows a part of the CyberWater user model,
indicating new and dismissed roles in respect to the
traditional system that is currently active. We used the
editor based on the OrganizationChange paradigm for
modelling some of the changes involved in two generic
institutions: the River Basin Authority and the National
Water Authority.
Generally, the authorities managing a particular water
pollution accident, like RiverBasinAuthority from our
model, use technicians that collect water in various ways,
e.g. by dropping buckets over several places of a bridge. We
called this role ManualMeasuring and it will not exist any
more in the modernized system, so it is linked to the
Technician with an interrupted line (i.e a RoleDismissal
connection from Fig. 2). Instead, measurements are
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performed using wireless sensor networks, and someone
occupying a position of technician can now be assigned to
the SensorNetworkMaintenance role. Its link with
Technician is blue and has the label “SOA”, because it is
instantiated from another type of connection (i.e.
SOA_RoleAssignment from Fig. 1).
Similarly,
within
the
NationalWaterAuthority
organization, the ITSpecialist position with the
WebDesigner role is retained, but a new position is needed:
ServiceEngineer, with the SOA_ServiceDesigner and
SOA_ServiceDeveloper roles. The connection used in this
case has the label “new”, showing that this is a new
PositionAssignment.
The elements preserved from the legacy system are
instances of concepts from the OrganizationStructure
paradigm, like Organization and Position. The new roles are
instances
of
SOA
roles
from
the
SOA_OrganizationStructure paradigm. For example,
SensorNetwork Maintenance is of type SupportPersonnel,
which is at the basis of the hierarchy: SOA_FrontEndRole,
SOA_SupportRole, SOA_Organization Role. The new
connections introduced between them show the users’ and
the human resources’ transformations that are necessary for
keeping up with the software and system evolution. We use
this model for visualizing the new positions and roles, but
also for assessing the complexity of change.

V. CONCLUSION
The paper presented a metamodel that abstracts the
transformations involved in user model due to the changes
of human aspects for evolving to SOA. It offers a view for
creating organization change models, introducing specific
details that are absent from the existing tools, generally
based on tree-oriented charts.
An application of the modelling paradigm was presented
for a case study of modernization towards a SOA-based
cyberinfrastructure for river pollution management.
Further work related to the tools for modelling human
aspects of software evolution may be oriented towards:
- developing model interpreters for business analysis and
organizational restructuring recommendation;
- integrating the modelling tool in a business process
management suite;
- replacing the paradigm for SOA roles with one
representing another kind of modernization (e.g. migration
to Cloud Computing environments), while reusing the other
two paradigms;
- supporting the composition with a qualifications’
ontology for mapping people to positions based on semantic
criteria;
- integrating the organization change modelling into a
methodology and a tool suite for migrating legacy
applications to service-oriented systems;
- composing the defined roles with access rights models
for enterprise security systems.
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